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the american television production company "pbs" is known for their "need to know" series. the producer of the
series usually interviews a subject about an extraordinary or important issue, such as the latest earthquake in
haiti, information on cholera, information about new genes that would be useful for development or some new
cancer treatment, information on internet security, just to give an idea. the producer collects people from all

over the world, including from the us, to ask them about this issue. i have found out about these "need to know"
programmes on the internet by accident and i was fascinated. so i bought all the materials that i could find on

the subject and "need to know" has become one of the most important tv channels on my tv. i guess that this is
a topic on which i'm going to have to know a lot about, and i wonder how much of that knowledge people have

transferred to their computers for them to use the software. is it a good idea to increase the knowledge of
everyone so that we can all benefit from it, or is there a danger that too much knowledge could be a problem if

not used responsibly? i guess pimsleur does as a kind of television production company, they supply the topics. i
don't think there are "opinion leaders" in "pimsleur" (i hope i'm not offending any of them by calling them this
way). shouldn't it be the sponsor, the manufacturer who actually has to decide this? i bought the course and i

found the courses a lot of work. i used a tutoring service at first, but that service was a bit expensive. they show
up to your house or your office and you tell them the things you'd like them to do to you, and they do it. i found
that the text book explanations of the lessons were very poor. for example, i tried to read the description of a
foreign language phrase that is used in a "pimsleur greek 2 torrent download". it said: "some listeners say or

write 'wonderful' to express admiration". there is no explanation in the text book of how they came to this
phrase.
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i do a ton of language stuff to make my toolkit work for me. i would like to take the pimsleur to the next level but
i have a question. in the course of going through one of the languages i have downloaded voice files for every

lesson and watched the lessons a couple of times. in the process i noticed a problem. i wasnt getting the whole
picture. i am not studying it and taking it like a student would. i am just watching it on my own. i was watching a

video of the pimsleur level 2 german lesson and i noticed they had the body language of a person who was
having trouble speaking the language. they would say one word and not finish the phrase. it was just to bad they
didnt finish the sentence. it seemed like they werent speaking and i was just watching a video. it seemed a little
unfair to the person who had to speak it. it's not the 10 gram that is bad. it's just that you would rather have the
20 gram you are paying for now than the 10 gram. why 10 gram? why? i guess the answer is the following. just

by contrast, the 10 gram would be a bit better than the (inherently weaker) 5 gram. i had a 5 gram course on the
tv and found it a bit easier to understand the sound. but if you had asked me at the time, i would have said "i can
understand the 5 gram (i think i was even quite fluent already) but i have difficulty understanding the 10 gram".
so, a course with 10 gram seems like a normal progression and therefore people buy it. i found that the 20 gram

looked like a tiny golf ball, as if you were given a golf ball instead of a small coin. i don't want a golf ball (that
would be silly), but i thought the poor quality of the 5 gram was a bit too much. i know it's false reasoning, but

there you go. in fact, it's a bit like the candle problem. a candle is necessary and it's not enough to have a
candle. so i will buy my 20 gram, and i will also buy my next course, the 10 gram, because i know i need it.
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